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An operational definition of C
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The brain’s default mode at rest 
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FDR p<0.05 SVC  p<0.05
The cognitive counterpart of resting state









Anticorrelated activity is modified in hypnosis
Demertzi, Soddu, Faymonville et al, Progress in Brain Research 2011
Demertzi, Vanhaudenhuyse, Noirhomme, Faymonville, Laureys, J Physiol Paris in press
Demertzi & Van Ombergen et al, in prep; Poster 146




Less anticorrelated activity after exposure to 
microgravity
Demertzi & Van Ombergen et al, in prep; Poster 146; 
Cosmonaut case: Demertzi & Van Ombergen, Brain Struct Funct 2015
Di Perri et al, Lancet Neurol 2016
Anticorrelated activity is absent in DOC
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Fewer “neuronal” networks in DOC















































Healthy vs. all patients
Neuronal 85.3 .82 .87 Auditory, DMN
Single-patient classification
Number of subjects (%) with 
neuronal networks
0                        50                     100      
Demertzi & Antonopoulos… Whitfield-Gabrieli & Laureys, Brain 2015
Seed-based connectivity networks
!
Intrinsic connectivity reflects level of C
Intrinsic connectivity reflects the level of C
Demertzi & Antonopoulos… Whitfield-Gabrieli & Laureys, Brain 2015
FWE p<0.05 (cluster-level) 





















Auditory 8.32 1 <.001 25 18 43/45
Visual 7.79 2 <.001 23 15 38/45
Default mode 6.95 3 <.001 23 15 38/45
Frontoparietal 6.82 4 <.001 23 15 38/45
Salience 6.21 5 <.001 24 15 39/45
Sensorimotor 5.87 6 <.001 24 13 37/45
MCS> VS/UWS
Demertzi & Antonopoulos… Whitfield-Gabrieli & Laureys, Brain 2015
• Training set: 45 DOC (26 MCS, 19 VS/UWS)
• 14 trauma, 28 non-trauma, 3 mixed
• 34 patients assessed >1m post-insult
• Test set: 
• 16 MCS, 6 VS/UWS (Mage: 43y, 15 non-trauma; all chronic)
• From 2 different centers  
Demertzi & Antonopoulos et al, Brain 2015
Classification MCS                                 Classification VS/UWS
Distance from decision plane
Crossmodal connectivity classifies independently 
assessed patients 
Demertzi & Antonopoulos… Whitfield-Gabrieli & Laureys, Brain 2015
Conclusions
• The most discriminative feature is the 
connectivity between occipital, parietal, 
insular and superior temporal regions
Ø Anesthetized patients?
Ø Prognostic value?
• DMN anticorrelations have a cognitive counterpart, which 
can be modulated under psychological and physiological 
conditions
• Clinical objective: to separate unconscious from 
(minimally) conscious patients
Thank you!
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Denoising (Chai et al, NeuroImage 2012): 
1. Motion artifact detection (ART) 
2. Regressing out the realignment parameters, their derivatives and the ART-detected outliers
3. Anatomical component-based noise correction method (aCompCor) which models the 
influence of noise as a voxel-specific linear combination of multiple empirically estimated 
noise sources (WM, GM and CSF)
4. Temporal band-pass filtering [0.008-0.09Hz]
Demertzi & Antonopoulos et al, Brain 2015 (SOM)
Correlation values
Demertzi & Antonopoulos et al, Brain 2015
Classifier generalizes to healthy 
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Detecting awareness with fMRI










Mean switch: 0.05Hz (0.04-0.05)
External-internal: r=-0.24, 
Mean switch: 0.03Hz (0.02-0.05)
Demertzi, Vanhaudenhuyse, Noirhomme, Faymonville, Laureys, J Physiol Paris in press
Awareness is modified in hypnosis
Consciousness
Materialism
Functionalism
Dualism
